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Project Background:

The Perfect Storm



How did we get here?

 A new facility (and an additional exhibit gallery two years later). 

 FLOOD of new donations

 Endless cycle of new permanent and temporary exhibits

 Shrinking permanent staff

Exposition Hall – Opened 2003Heritage Center exhibit 

Planning – pre-2001

Technology Exhibit 2007



Defining the Problem -

WHAT do we need to do

and HOW do we do it?



Standards & Best Practices

Duty of Care

 Mission Statement – “Collect, preserve, 

interpret”

 Seeking AAM accreditation

 Heritage Preservation Risk Assessment

 Limited physical and intellectual access

Before: Good luck 

maneuvering 

through Room 7!



Collections Audit & Audit Reports

 Estimating Funding- Boxes, tissue, foam, muslin

 Estimate of what we have, where it is, and in what condition



Goals

 Determine WHAT we have

 Figure out WHY we have it

 Figure out WHERE it is

 Store artifacts properly

 Create a catalog of collections which includes the first three points, 

to make them more accessible to us AND the public



Needs

What we need:

Time + Money

Since Time = Money

Therefore, what we need MOST: $$



Seeking out Funding 

 Grants we didn’t get:

 IMLS – Museums for America Grant 2012 - $79, 209

 IMLS – Museums for America Grant 2013 - $86,888



Seeking out Funding 

 Grants we DID get:

 National Endowment for the Humanities – Preservation Assistance Grant 

2013 - $3,310.75

 Funds used almost exclusively for museum-quality storage supplies 

 Ohio History Connection – History Fund Grant 2013 - $20,000 ($15,000 

received)

 Used almost exclusively to fund additional staff hours for collections re-

housing  and cataloging. 



Seeking out Funding

 Have to demonstrate to grant funders that you know what you’re 

doing

 IMLS review criteria: “Are the proposed activities, technologies, and/or 

methodologies informed by appropriate theory and practice?”

 Ohio History Fund: “It is expected that the applicant organization will 

have or will obtain the requisite professional expertise to carry out the 

proposed project. Project will adhere to or help the organization to 

meet accepted professional standards.”



It was all supposed to be 

so simple….



Plan of Attack

 Establish adequate shelving and appropriate housing

 Institute artifact location tracking system

 Assign “location coordinates” – unique identifiers for storage areas, 

shelving units, shelves, and storage containers

 “Room 6, Rank  8, Shelf 4, Box A”  

 Assign ID numbers as needed

 Enter object information and locations into Past Perfect catalog



Plan of Attack: Where to Start

Rooms 5, 6, & 7

Room 5 Room 6 Room 7



Plan of Attack: Moving Experiences

Temporary Shelving/StorageClearing the Rooms



Plan of Attack: Pacing the Floors, 

Creating Space (with the essential 

help of interns)

Moving & Cleaning

New or reconfigured 

shelves



Plan of Attack: Organizing and 

Filling the Shelves

These are photos of Room 7 – the one we could barely walk into – in process.



Plan of Attack: 

The Location Scheme

Storage Area

Rank

Shelf

Box Letter

Alcove 1

Rank 1

Shelf 5

Box B

Box List



Tackling the Issues
(Some of which we weren’t even aware of until we were hip-

deep in the project)

Standardizing the Alpha-Numeric Soup

Ledger recording FIRST donations, 1897 Card system recording early 

donations



Tackling the Issues

 Standardizing the Alpha-Numeric Soup

Card system recording 

donations 1897-1954

Donations ONLY 

recorded through 

correspondence 1957-?

Donations ONLY recorded in 

newsletter

Donations ONLY recorded in 

Board Minutes



Tackling the Issues

 Standardizing the Alpha-Numeric Soup

Inventory AND new 

accession numbering 

system, started 1970s



Tackling the Issues

 Standardizing the Alpha-Numeric Soup

1983-84 Inventory

Provided good info on the 

object, but DID NOT identify 

the object type!



Tackling the Issues:
So to summarize our alpha-numeric nightmare:

At least five different numbering systems in 

place when we began the project

Some objects labeled with numbers 

from more than one of these systems. 

Some objects might have one or more 

inventory numbers which were either 

illegible or missing



Tackling the Issues:
So what we wound up with were FIVE different 

artifact numbering systems

 No big deal, right?  

 “Best practices” dictate that you shouldn’t undertake wholesale re-numbering for 

uniformity’s sake

 UNLESS you’re compiling a digital database and have

 A) a multiplicity of numbering formats within a single numbering system

 Artifact listed in an accession as “PC998.028.001” but marked/tagged “PC998.28.1.”

 Artifact listed in the inventory as “T&E.M-3” but marked/tagged “TE.m.03”

 B) a computer program which doesn’t recognize that “PC998.028.001” and “PC998.28.1” 

are the same number. 

 Have had interns/volunteers entering records from paper without having the actual 

object in hand – duplication of catalog records was a serious problem 



Tackling the Issues:
So what we wound up with were FIVE different 

artifact numbering systems

Our ingenious solution (after much debate):

 Institute standard numbering formats within the digital catalog, with each 

“segment” of the number carried out to a uniform number of places

 Thus:  an object accessioned as “PC972.74.002, but tagged 

“PC972.74.2,” would be found in the catalog as  “PC972.074.0002”

 Established similar uniform formats for all of the other numbering systems 
present in our collections.  

 Established a hierarchy of numbering systems for objects with more than 

one number

We are relying upon those who come after us to realize that they’ll need to 

use these standardized formats when searching the catalog.  



Tackling the Issues

 Standardizing the Alpha-Numeric Soup



Tackling the Issues

Checking the Inventory



Tackling the Issues
 Boxing, reboxing, wrapping, etc. Should be simple… but by now we 

should know better, right?



Tackling the Issues
 Boxing, reboxing, wrapping, etc. Should be simple, right?

Geo. Willeman, Head of 

the Library of Congress 

Nitrate Film Vault

110th OVI Flag



Tackling the Issues

 Object research – What the heck is it?

Previously labelled “Tool”

Not especially helpful…

Any ideas?



Tackling the Issues

 SHOULD we have it? Addressing possible deaccession



Tackling the Issues

 Stretching the Budget – Ingenuity to the Rescue!

Creating tray inserts

Reinforcing older 

boxes Getting creative with 

dividers



What Success Looks Like

 Sharing our discoveries



What Success Looks Like

Room 7 Room 6 Room 6 tray Boxes with coordinates



What Success Looks Like

Room 5

North Hallway

Room 7



Lessons Learned

 Define the Problem Carefully

 Plan the Attack

 Don’t Avoid Thorny Issues

 Work for Today and Tomorrow

 Train & Supervise

 SUPERVISE. 

 Check Regularly, Evaluate, Correct

 Share Your Success

 Keep Plugging Away At It



Contact Us

Virginia Weygandt vweygandt@heritagecenter.us

Kasey Eichensehr keichensehr@heritagecenter.us

mailto:vweygandt@heritagecenter.us
mailto:keichensehr@heritagecenter.us

